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Get streamlined performance, no matter where you are in your  
cloud journey.

Whether you’re just beginning your digital transformation or you’ve already migrated workloads to the 

cloud, you and your team likely have questions about complexity, compliance, and even the cost of cloud 

adoption. How can your business overcome these challenges? Migrating to the cloud can revolutionize your 

IT and infrastructure if your organization relies on a cloud platform that can deliver simplicity, security, and 

straightforward pricing. 

11:11 Systems provides proven Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) — built on familiar VMware-based technology. 

Cloud migration is seamless because you don’t need to refactor or re-architect your workloads. 

We are also dedicated to exceeding your cloud expectations. Our simplified pricing is straightforward  

and includes storage, compute, network, and other associated costs, to make it easy to predict monthly 

cloud charges.
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Future-proof your business with 
the proven, VMware-based 
cloud platform.
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Simplif ied Pricing

Monthly cost Choose from consumption-based 
or resource-pool compute  



11:11 IaaS is designed to protect your business and  
power innovation.

Global Footprint

11:11 Systems has data centers around the 

world that are  designed to meet the highest 

standards for security, compliance, and 

performance. We offer a 100 percent availability 

service-level agreement (SLA) in each of our 

cloud regions in North America, EMEA,  

and APAC.

Comprehensive Planning, Onboarding, and Support

Migrating to the cloud without disruption may be a challenge, since 

many  companies do not have in-house resources, time, or the experience 

necessary to seamlessly move workloads offsite. 11:11 Systems experts 

can help simplify your cloud journey with a comprehensive migration 

plan designed specif ically for your organization. We’ll work together on a 

strategy that addresses application resource planning and sizing, cloud 

migration, training, documentation, and ongoing account management.
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Key Benefits:

• VMware-based technology infrastructure

• Award-winning 11:11 Cloud Console for  

unif ied management

• Centralized monitoring, reporting, and billing

• Multi-layered, built-in security

• Geographic and industry-specif ic compliance

• Complete backup protection of your mission-

critical workloads

• 24x7x365 support 

Integrated Management

The 11:11 Cloud Console delivers an integrated experience. Centrally manage 

your IaaS environments as well as Cloud Backup, Disaster Recovery as a 

Service, and other 11:11 solutions.  From the console, you can manage your 

integrated services, view billing, and oversee reporting and many other 

features. 11:11 also provides API and SDK extensibility so you can build your 

own applications and services as needed.


